
U.S. GAAP Taxonomy Simplification 
Initiative



 Creation and User Feedback From Surveys
 Simplification Recommendations
 Considering Deprecation of Low Use 

Elements

Taxonomy Simplification Topics
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 Why –
- Constituent feedback on Taxonomy complexity

 How –
- Qualitative interviews with constituent cross-section 
- Summarize initial findings
- Identify next steps
 Conduct research as needed
 Conduct quantifying survey if needed

- Make recommendations
 When –

- Expect preliminary report in Q4 2014
- Implementation will encompass multiple Taxonomy Updates

U.S. GAAP Taxonomy Simplification 
Initiative
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Filer
14%

Service Provider
24%

Assurance
17%

Data Aggregator
29%

Analyst
9%

Regulator
2%

Academic
5%

Interview Distribution
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Taxonomy Navigation Concerns
- Taxonomy is large
- Overall taxonomy structure is not apparent
- Can be hard to find the ‘correct’ element
- Many elements are very similar
- Industry and disclosure templates would help
- Viewing tools are not providing necessary 

filters or other mechanisms to easily find the 
appropriate element

Creation Key Feedback
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Inconsistent modeling across the Taxonomy
Examples:
 “Range Axis” to tag several minimum and 

maximum requirements while Line items exist 
that contain the same “Range: Minimum-
Maximum attribute”
 Traditional Life, Interest Rate, Low End
 Traditional Life, Interest Rate, High End

Creation Key Feedback
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Inconsistent modeling across the Taxonomy
Examples:
 “Roll Forwards” modeled from an income statement perspective 

while others are modeled from a balance sheet perspective
 Translation adjustments which are modeled from different 

perspectives for two different roll forwards
– FiniteLivedIntangibleAssetsTranslationAdjustments (debit) - Amount of 

increase (decrease) to assets, excluding financial assets and goodwill, 
lacking physical substance with a finite life for foreign currency translation 
adjustments.

– DefinedBenefitPlanForeignCurrencyExchangeRateChangesBenefitObligat
ion (credit) - Amount of gain (loss) from foreign currency exchange rate 
changes for benefit obligation for plans of a foreign operation whose 
functional currency is not the reporting currency.

Creation Key Feedback
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Multiple ways to tag the same facts
 Between statements and disclosures

- Line items preferred in statements, example
 Land

- Dimensions ‘generally’ preferred in disclosures, 
example
 “Property, Plant and Equipment, Net”, dimensionally qualified 

with “Property, Plant and Equipment, Type [Axis]” and “Land 
[Member]”

 Disclosure to Disclosure (OCI)
 Statement to Statement (SHE and BS)

Creation Key Feedback
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- Dimensions can be challenging
- More implementation guidance but …
 Multiple sources of guidance are a challenge

- More metadata to improve software 
usability

Other Creation Feedback
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 Data quality
- Inconsistent modeling across the taxonomy*
- Multiple ways of tagging the same facts*
- Diversity of views on granularity*
 Some want more and some want less
 Potential to be better with increased granularity, but the switching 

cost is high
 Only include choices when they provide meaningful differences

- Extension management
- Validation mechanism to determine that the data is 

correct
 Tag earnings release
 Inline XBRL for tracing back to ‘source’ for validation 

and as a service

User Key Feedback

*Controllable
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 Deprecate low use elements
 Eliminate inconsistent modeling

- Alternatively provide context sensitive guidance in the 
Taxonomy that indicates appropriate use

 Eliminate multiple ways of tagging the same facts
- Alternatively provide context sensitive guidance in the 

Taxonomy that indicates appropriate use
- Consider using the definition linkbase to indicate equivalency

 Build reference model to support consistent model
 Establish project to reorganize Taxonomy to improve 

navigation and use by service providers
 Continue publishing guidance
 Consider using “rules” to constrain element use

Simplification Recommendations for 
Consideration (Controllable)
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 Extension Management
- Consider requiring an explicit linkage between extension 

elements and an appropriate base taxonomy element
 Consider requiring the use of fundamental concept 

elements for a consistent hierarchy and structural 
anchor (illustrative):
 Assets, Current
 Assets
 Liabilities
 Liabilities, Current
 Liabilities and Equity
 Stockholders' Equity Attributable to Parent
 Revenues
 Net Income (Loss) Available to Common Stockholders, Basic
 ….

Simplification Recommendations for 
Consideration (Not Controllable)
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 31% of elements available for “tagging” in 
the proposed 2015 Taxonomy Update have 
been used zero (0) to five (5) times during 
the 2013 10-K filing season
- 85% were created in the 2008-11 Taxonomy 

Updates
- 27% are string and monetary data types
- 13% have been used zero (0) times

Low Use Element “Headlines”
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 Focus is on elements available for “tagging,” so excluded
- Abstracts but not domainItemTypes
- Deprecated elements through 2015 DRAFT
- DomainItemTypes identified as [Domain]
- “Period Increase (Decrease)” elements as used in roll 

forwards
 Approximately 12,500 elements available for “tagging” in 

the 2015 DRAFT after adjustments for items listed above
 Limited to 2013 10-K filing season.  Excluded elements 

subsequently deprecated or deleted
 Scoped data to zero (0) to five (5) use

Key Assumptions / Adjustments
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1. Leave as is
2. Deprecate all elements used five (5) times or less
3. Deprecate the zero (0) use elements from 2011 and 

earlier taxonomies
4. Isolate “Future Deprecate” elements into a separate 

relationship group for the 2015 Taxonomy
 Include change label with clarification note and solicit feedback in 2015
 After considering feedback, deprecate with the 2016 Taxonomy

5. Consider two-step approach
- What we can get done for 2015 Taxonomy, i.e., zero (0) use
- Elements requiring more research for 2016 Taxonomy

Low Use Element Options
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Elements by Data Types Not Used In 
12/31/2013 10‐K Filings
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Elements by Data Types Not Used In 
12/31/2013 10‐K Filings
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Elements by Data Types Not Used In 
12/31/2013 10‐K Filings
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That is 25% of Elements Available for 
"Tagging" in the Proposed 2015 Update

Elements by Data Types Not Used In 
12/31/2013 10‐K Filings
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 Unused/seldom used elements tend to be grouped 
around disclosure areas—not one-offs spread throughout 
the taxonomy

 Certain GAAP references have a loose connection to the 
concept the element represents

 Most of the unused elements relate back to the 2011 and 
earlier versions of the taxonomy

 Unused elements tend to be very specific

Observations
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 1,753 monetaryItemType elements on the list:
- 585 have no usage (385 have references):
 368 are from 2009 and earlier
 61 are from 2011

- 337 have been used once (258 have references):
 234 are from 2009 and earlier
 43 are from 2011

monetaryItemType Elements
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monetaryItemType example 1
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monetaryItemType example 2
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monetaryItemType Examples –
No References
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Computation of Net Capital
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Two Ways to Tag
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 815-10-50-4F(a)

Trading Activity Gain (Loss)
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Used One Time
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Used One Time
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 Not Quantified:
- IncreaseDecreaseInCoalInventories
- IncreaseDecreaseInOverEnergyRecovery
- IncreaseDecreaseInSpotCommodities
- IncreaseDecreaseInTimeDepositsForeign
- IncreaseDecreaseInExploitationLiabilities
- IncreaseDecreaseInSpotCommodities
- StormDamageProvision
- PaymentsForDemandSideManagementProgram
- ProceedsFromDelayedTaxExemptExchange
- AdjustmentPlantCapacity

Unused Cash Flow Elements
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Unused/Seldom Used Roll Forwards
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 1,308 stringItemType elements on the list:
- 788 have no usage (687 have references):
 671 are from 2009 and earlier
 79 are from 2011

- 233 have been used once (211 have references):
 192 are from 2009 and earlier
 30 are from 2011

stringItemType Elements
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stringItemType Example 1
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stringItemType Example 2
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Fair Value Estimate Not Practicable, 
Reasons
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 ~43 stringItemType elements (not all listed):
- DescriptionOfLocationOfForeignCurrencyCashFlowHedgeDeri

vativesOnBalanceSheet
- DescriptionOfLocationOfGainLossOnForeignCurrencyDerivativ

eInFinancialStatements
- DescriptionOfLocationOfHybridInstrumentsOnBalanceSheet
- NoncontrollingInterestBalanceSheetLocation
- DescriptionOfLocationOfGainLossOnPriceRiskDerivativeOnInc

omeStatement
- RealEstateOwnedFinancialStatementCaption
- DeconsolidationGainOrLossIfNotPresentedSeparatelyFinancial

StatementCaption

Financial Statement Locations
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Used One Time
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Used Twice
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 268 elements on the list:
- 87 have no usage (39 have references):
 57 are from 2009 and earlier
 10 are from 2011

- 56 have been used once (19 have references):
 44 are from 2009 and earlier
 6 are from 2011

domainItemType Elements
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Unused Members
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Unused/Seldom Used Members
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Unused/Seldom Used Members
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Used One Time
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Used Three Times
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 147 textBlockItemType elements on the list:
- 27 have no usage (21 have references):
 17 are from 2009 and earlier
 8 are from 2011

- 32 have been used once (25 have references):
 24 are from 2009 and earlier
 5 are from 2011

textBlockItemType Elements
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Unused Disclosure Text Blocks
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Used Twice ‐ Disclosure Text Blocks
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Used Once ‐ Disclosure Text Blocks
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Unused Policy Text Blocks
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Used Four Times ‐ Policy Text Block
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Unused Table Text Blocks
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Used Three Times ‐ Table Text Blocks
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Used Twice ‐ Table Text Blocks
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Used Twice ‐ Table Text Blocks
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